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NETWORKSAND COLLABORATIONS;
GANSPRO works with other NGOs and other development
actors within our area of operations. These include; - ministry of
education, healthy, water and irrigation, the provincial
administration, District Development office and civil society
organization. We will continue making and strengthening
networks at various levels, locally, nationally, and globally with
like minded partners in order to build and strengthen our
relationship of programme.

MANAGEMENT;
GANSPRO is managed by a Board of Directors as the policy
making organs. The programmes are managed through a
programme manager reporting direct to the Board.
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The Board has right to not accept any
application for diverse reason like financial.
All students /guardian/parent must attend
seminars if the training schedules allow them.

HEAD Office
Director .Mr. Jacob Musyoka
P.O.BOX 586
MWINGI.
Email; aichmfinance@aimint .net
EMAIL; aichmfinance@aimint.net
Cell 0202365968 /0733220115

FIELD OFFICE
Director;
P.O.BOX
Kyuso

GAI NEEDY STUDENTS
PROJECT
(GANSPRO) N.G.O
MISSION STATEMENT;
GANSPRO’S mission is to assist
And facilitate support to the
Poor/needy students in
Kyuso/mwingi district and promote
Best practice that will ensure
Reduction of illiteracy caused by
Highs of poverty. And therefore
Its members commit themselves
To comply with the provisions
Of this constitution in order
To effect GANSPRO’S role and
Mandate.

Dr Greet ,Arijen talking to students at kimangao
girls .
YOUR MOBILIZATION AWARENESS CREATION AND
TRAINING;
This aims at strengthening and organizing the youth for skills
training, awareness raising, identification of the root causes of
poverty, planning resource mobilization and implementing of
the initiatives that respond to the identified needs.

For one to qualify for consideration for post
secondary sponsorship by GANSPRO he/she must
fulfill the following conditions:-1. Must have been sponsored for secondary
education by the GANSPRO.
2. must apply for college admission themselves
3. Must apply for sponsorship by GANSPRO,
attaching their admission letters and fee
structure for the whole year.
4. All short listed application will be forwarded
to Holland for Homefront final approval.
5. Agree with the letter of agreement
6. Students with mean Grade D should not apply
7. students who had indiscipline cases in
secondary school should not apply
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3.

Introduction
Gai needy students project is a Non-Governmental Organization
(NGO) registered under the NGO co-0rdinating Act 1990. Our
operations are mainly in Kyuso District and Mwingi District.
GANSPRO is a Christian charitable, non-political, non profit
making and educational

OUR PARTNERS;
GANSPRO focuses its development programme on poor needy
children and poverty alleviation programmed in the
kyuso/mwingi district.
In particular GANSPRO works in partnership with selected
community /churches /administrators to reach the real orphans
/poor children, PLWAS, the girl child single parent, the youth
and the other marginalized groups.
OUR ACTIVITIES;
Poverty alleviation through education;
Since its inception GANSPRO has sponsored who has usefully
completion form four other needy students were sponsored for
technical (vocational) training e.g. tailoring, dressmaking and
mechanical engineering.
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Mr. Arjen, Jacob and needy students at Kimangao School.
VISION;
GANSPRO is guided by the vision of an educated society that
values and practices good human health and morals and which
promote cohesion in diversity for sustainable development.
VALUES;
Gender equality
Accountability and transparency
Respect for children rights
Participation and capacity building
Solidarity with the poor and marginalized people.
OUR OBJECTIVES;
1.
The main objective of the organization is to promote
education amongst children in Kenya
2.
To promote and encourage Christian education
especially amongst the poor/ needy students residing
in kyuso/mwingi district at large.
3.
To improve the transition rate of needy students to
post primary / secondary school education.
4.
To make the beneficiary of the education support
programme self-reliant after completion of the
school/training.
5.
To achieve sustainable development in utilization of
human resources in order to better quality of life for
all needy students.
6.
To work in partnership with the Government
institutions, private sector and other NGOs with the
aim of improving the overall standard of living.
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Director, Mr Jacob and needy students at the seminar on
4/1/07
 For one to qualify for consideration for sponsorship by
 GANSPRO he/she must fulfill the following conditions:1.
He/she must be needy in one of the following
aspects:-a) Total orphan - whose both parents are deceased
b) Child whose only one parent is alive (single parent) or the
parent is unmarried and poor.
c) Absolutely needy children with both parents alive. The
parents MUST prove that they are extremely poor or have
enormous fees burden.
d) The scholarship will initially benefit the selected candidates
for the current academic year; therefore, continued
sponsorship will be dependent on the student’s academic
performances, financial circumstances and discipline.
Maximum sponsorship period is four years or until the
beneficiary ceases to be a student whichever comes first.
2.
.The student must have sat their KCPE at a
Public primary school in the previous year
And attained a minimum of 300 marks in
KCPE and must be of good discipline, be
Poor, orphan or destitute, and a Kenyan .
You must prove it through bring the result slip.
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handwritten preliminary application letters
Together with certified copies of KCPE result
Slips, letters of recommendations from the
Head teacher of the primary school last
Attended as well as his/her pastor’s
Recommendation and form one admission
Letters where available should reach the
Director’s office on or before 5th January
Each year.
Late ineligible or incomplete applications
Will not be considered only short-listed
Applications will be sent original scholarship
Application forms to complete after the
Preliminary selection exercise.
GANSPRO will only cover school fee and
No other expense, i.e. pocket money, transport.
The GANSPRO will sponsor students in
Secondary school. After successful completion
One can apply for sponsorship in vocational
Training.GANSPRO will not sponsor for
University.
The GANSPRO will automatically stop
Sponsorship if the students attain a mean
Grade of ‘’ D’’ for two consecutive years.
.The student must produce a letter from
His/her pastor attesting that he/she is a staunch
Christian.
.The student must be disciplined and of high
Moral character throughout the period of
Sponsorship.
The student must adhere to school rules and
regulations at all times. Cases of indiscipline
In school will not be tolerated and will lead
To automatic withdrawal of sponsorship.
.The student, when out of school, should
Maintain a high level of good behavior and
Should continue to actively participate in church
Activities.
.The selection committee is the ultimate
Authority in admission decisions.
The parents/Guardians should provide
Adequately for the children upkeep to
Avoid cases of students borrowing money
From their teachers.
.It is a MUST for all parents /guardians to
accompany their children to seminars /
Education days held every school holiday.
It is the duty of the parent /Guardian to
Collect the cheque from GANSPRO Office,
To take to school and bring receipt back, after they
Pay.

